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Abstract 
A canonical phase function is introduced by O. Boruvka in [1], 
[2]. It is connected closely with a character of a linear second-order 
differential equation in the Jacobian form 
y" = q(t)y. (q) 
In this paper the algebraic structure of the set of phase functions 
or the set of first phases of oscillatory equations (q) in the interval 
(—oo,oo) is investigated. 
We shall deal with the situation when the differential equation 
(q) is of finite type (m) special in the interval (—00,00). 
Key words: Phase function, canonical phase function, first phase 
of a linear second-order differential equation in the Jacobian form of 
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1 Canonical phase function of a class Dm and 
phase function of a class Dm. 
We shall be concerned with phase functions of a class Dm. 
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Definition 1 The phase function of a class Dm is a real function a with the 
following properties: 
a = a(t), t E (—00, 00), 
a e C3(--oo,oo), 
a'(t) 7- 0 
and for the numbers 
c = lim a(t), d= lim a(t) it holds \c — d\ = rrnr, 
f—*. — 00 t—*oo 
m positive integer. 
The number \c — d| is called an oscillation of the phase function a and its 
notation is O(o). So 
0(a) = \c-d\. 
Definition 2 The canonical phase function of a class Dm is a function 
X = X(t), t £ (—00,00) if, throughout the interval (—00,00) hold: 
X e C3, X'(t) > 0 
and for the numbers 
C = lim X(t), D = lim X(t) it holds C = 0, F> = m7r, 
t—*- — oo t—•00 
m positive integer. 
It is known (see [1], p.206) that the carrier of every differential equation (q) 
can be defined by means of the canonical phase function X of a class Dm in the 
interval j = (—00, 00) as follows 
q(t) = -{X,t}-Xr2(t), (I) 
when {X,t} is the Schwarzian derivative of a function X, that is 
I X"'(t) 3 Xin(t) 
{X,t) 
2 X'(t) 4 X'2(t) ' 
If the differential equation (q) with the carrier q defined by (1) is of finite 
type (m) special in the interval j = (—00, 00) then the function X has properties 
of a canonical phase function of the class Dm. 
We shall note the set of all phase functions a of a class Dm by G. 
The following assertions are evident: 
V X E G , 
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2. a G G => (a + /) G G for every real number /, 
3. a G G => a (0) G G, 
where the function a(o) is defined by 
a ( 0 = <*(o)0O + «, 
K is a suitable real number, and 
lim a(0)(i) = 0, lim a^(t) = m7r 
in the case that a increases on j = (—oo, oo), and 
lim QfQ)(t) = m7r, lim a(0)(t) = 0 
f—* —oo v ' t—•oo ' 
in the case that a decreases on j == (—oo,oo). 
4. a,/?, x G G, a = a(0) + AC, /? = /?(0) + A => the composite function 
a(0)X~
1/3(o) + K + A G G, where A'"1 is the inverse of the canonical phase 
function X, 
5. a G G , a = a(0) + K => a £ G, where a = Ka(0)
_1X — K and tt(0)
-1 is 
the inverse of the function a(0). 
Let us note: 
We denote the set of all functions a + l, where l is a real number, by a symbol 
[a] and call a complete phase system generated by the phase function a. 
To be short we shall write X instead of X(o) even if according to the definition 
there is X = X(o). 
The fact that a = a^(t) + K will be written by means of an index: a = a^Ky 
So that a(K) = a(0) + «. 
2 Group S of phase functions of a class Dm 
Let G be the set of all phase functions of a class D m ; X G G be a canonical 
phase function. Let a = -*(«), /? = /?(A) G G be any elements. 
We introduce a binary operation o into G by the following equation 
a o p = a(0)K"
1/?(o) + /c + A, 
where X"1 is the inverse function to K. 
T h e o r e m 1 The set G with the binary operation o form a group. 
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Proof The binary operation o is associative as for any 
or = <*(*), /? = /?(A), 7 = 7 W ^ G 
it holds 
a o (/? o 7) = a(o).X-
1(/?(o).X-
17(o)) + /c + (A + /1) = 
= ( ^ I - 1 ^ ) ) ! - 1 ^ ) + (* + A) + fi = (a o /?) o 7 . 
The canonical phase function X is the unit element as for any element 
a = a(K) E G we have 
a o X = a(o)K~1 X + K = a (0) + re = a ^ ) = a, 
X o a = I I _ 1 a ( o ) + K = a(0) + K = a ^ ) = a . 
To every element a £ G there is the inverse element a £ G, where 
a = XaTgNK — K 
as 
a o d = a(o)X~1KaJ0
1^X + /c — K = X, 
a o a ~z Xa7Q\XX~
la(0) — K + /c = X. 
Thus G is a group, the group operation is the binary operation o, the cano-
nical phase function X is the unit element of the group and the elemnt a(_^) is 
the inverse to the element a(AC) E G. 
Definition 3 The group from the above theorem will be denoted S and called 
the group of phase functions of a class Dm. 
It is evident that: 
The product a o /?, a, (3 E S, is an increasing (decreasing) phase function if 
both phase functions increase or decrease (one of them increases and the other 
decreases). 
The inverse element a corresponding to any element a E S represents an in-
creasing (decreasing) phase function according as a is an increasing (decreasing) 
phase function. 
T h e o r e m 2 Be N a set of all increasing phase functions of a class Dm. Then 
3V is a normal divisor of the group S-
Proof It holds d o JY o a = 3N", a E S-
T h e o r e m 3 The factor group S / N consists of two elements, namely 3V and the 
class A of all decreasing phase functions of a class Dm. 
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3 Differential equations (q) of finite type (m) 
special and their first phase. 
We shall consider now a linear second-order differential equation of Jacobian 
form 
y" = q(t)y, (q) 
where q £ Co(—oo, oo). 
The coefficient q of this differential equation is called a carrier of the diffe-
rential equation (q). 
Definition 4 The differential equation (q) is called of finite type (m) special in 
the interval j = (—oo, oo) if it possesses solutions with m zeros but none with 
(m-f 1) zeros and if there is a linearly independent solution with (m — 1) zeros. 
Let H, v be independent solutions of a linear differential equation (q) in the 
interval j = (—oo, oo), wrhich form a basis (u,v) of a set of all solutions of the 
differential equation (q). 
Definition 5 The function a (a £ (7,3, a'(t) / 0) defined in the interval 
j =- (—oo, oo) by 
tg«(0 = | f (2) 
with the exception of singularities on both sides is called the first phase of the 
base (u,v) of the differential equation (q). 
T h e o r e m 4 Any phase function of a class Dm is the first phase of the diffe-
rential equation (q) of fimte type m special in j = (—00,00) and the other way 
round. 
Proof To every phase function 
a £ G (a £ C3 , a'(t) ^ 0, 0(a) = mir) 
we associate the carrier q of the differential equation (q) by the follownig way 
q(t) = -{« ,<} -a'2(t), (3) 
where the symbol { } notes Schwarzian derivative of the function a, that is 
l a ' " ( Q 3tt»2(Q 
1 ' ; 2 a'(t) 4 a'2(t) ' 
and the base (u, v) of the set of all solutions of the differential equaion (q), given 
by the formulas 
1 1 
na ( l ) , v = —=. •- cos a(t). 
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Thus the general solution of the differential equation (q) with the carrier q given 
by (3) is of the form 
y = (ci sinaOO + c2 cosa(<)) / \ /V(OI = ksin(a(t) + l)/y/\a'(t)\, 
where ci ,c2 are real numbers and numbers kj are given by equations 
c\ = kcosl, <?2 = ksin/. 
As 0(a) = m7r, it is also 0(a(t) -f /) = m7r and every particular solution 
(contained in y) has m zeros in the interval j = (—00, 00) with the exception of 
the case that limt__,._.00(a.(tf) + /) is an integer multiple of the number IT when 
solutions y (linearly dependent) have (m — 1) zeros. 
So the differential equation (q) is of finite type (m) special in the interval 
j — (—00, 00). We form a quotient - and we have 
u(i) 
Wj = * °W 
and we can see that a is the first phase of the base («, v). 
On the contrary, let the differential equation (q) be of finite type (m) special 
in the interval j = (—00,00), (it, v) be any base of (q) and a be the first phase 
of the base (u, v) of the set of all solutions of (q). Then the phase a satisfies (1). 
From the equality (1) follows that 
u = D(l)sina(l), v = D(l)cosa(Z). 
The functions it, v form a base of solutions of the differential equation (q) if and 
only if 
1 p(t) = . 
\M0I 
Then the general solution of the differential equation (q) is of the form 
y = kain(a(t) + l)/y/\a'(t)\. 
It has to be 
0(a(t) + /) = 0(a(t)) = rrnr 
for particular solutions obtained in y to have m zeros resp. for one indenpendent 
solution to have (m — 1) zeros. 
Deriving the equality (2), we get 
a'(t)/ cos2 a(t) = -w/v2(t), 
where w = uv' — u'v is the Wronskian of solutions ix, v. 
We have a'(t) > 0 resp. a'(t) < 0 if and only if uv < 0 resp. w > 0, thus 
a'(t) -̂  0 in the interval j = (—00,00). As u,v are solutions of (q), u,v G C2 
and a G C3. 
Every first phase of the differential equation (q) is a phase function of a class 
Dm-
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4 Equivalence in the group S 
We introduce an equivalence relation into the group 3 now which we denote by 
a symbol ~ . 
Definition 6 Two phase functions a, 7 £ 9 are equivalent in 3 and we write 
a ~ 7 if the following equality holds in j = (—00, 00) 
* T® = ! T T ~ § T ^ ^ 
C21 tg a(t) -f c22 
where C{j are real numbers, det \c{j\ ^ 0, i = 1,2 with the exception of singulari-
ties of functions tg a(t)) tg 7(0- It is easy to see that the relation determined 
by (4) in the set G of all phase functions of a class Dm is reflexive (a ~ a ) , 
symmetric (a ~ 7 => 7 ~ a) , and transitive (a ~ /?, /? ~ 7 -=> a ~ 7)^ and 
consequently is an equivalent relation. There is a decomposition G of the set G 
onto classes of equivalent elements with respect to the relation ~ . 
Theorem 5 Every two equivalent phase functions of a class Dm determine the 
same carrier of the differential equation (q) and on the contrary every two first 
phase functions of the differential equations (q) are equivalent. 
Proo f Let a, 7 be two phase functions of a class Djn, let a ~ 7 . That means 
a, 7 lie in the same element a E G and (4) holds. Let us denote q resp. p the 
carier given by (3) with the help of the phase function a resp. 7 . Then we get 
M = -{7,0-7'2(*)-{tg y(t),t} = - { £ i l i ^ | ± £ l i , A = 
[c'2i tg a(t) -I- c22 J 
= { tga(t),t) = - { a , l } ~ a ' 2 ( l ) = q(t). 
Thus 
p(t) = q(t) for / E j = (—00, 00). 
On the contrary, we know [1] that for two first phases a, 7 of the differential 
equation (q), t E i , it holds (4). It yields an equivalence of first phases a, 7 and 
the fact that they belong to the same element of the partition a E G. 
We can see that every element of the partition a E G consists of the first 
phases of just one carrrier q(t). We get one-to-one mapping A of the partition G 
onto the set of differential equations (q) of finite type (m) special in the interval 
j rrr ( - 0 0 , O o ) . 
5 The fundamental subgroup £ 
We shall deal with an algebraic structure of the partition G now. 
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Let us consider such an element £ E G in which the unit element X of the 
group S lies. This element £ of the partition G consist only of phase functions 
£ equivalent to X that is of the phase functions which satisfy 
. r(is _ i tg X(t) + cl2 ( . 
c2i tg X(r) + c22 
det |c t j | ^ 0, i, j = 1,2 on the interval j = (—oo, oo). 
Theorem 6 The element £, £ G in which the canonical phase function X lies 
is a subgroup of the group S-
Proof We now show that when the phase functions £, 77 E £ then also £ orj E £ 
and when £ E £ then also the inverse phase function £ E £• 
Let C E £• Then in view of (5) we have for suitable C{j, det\c{j | ^ 0, t, j — 1,2 
Cu tg K + C12 
t gC= :—~~ • 
c2i tg A + c22 
Since for every real number l 
tg(C + /) = 
sin(( + l) _ sin ( cos l + cos £ sin l __ cos l tg C + sin / 
cos(( + l) cos ( cos l — sin ( sin / sin / tg C + cos l 
we can see that £ ~ ( + l and as ( ~ X it yields ( + / ~ K and thus 
(C(0 + 0ee. 
Let £, 77 E S and £ = f(K), 7/ = 77(A). Then also £(o), »7(o) £ S and we have 
f(o) ~ X, 77(o) ~ X. 
We have 
a n t g X + a12 fen tg K + 612 
t g *<°> = a 2 1 t g X + a 2 2 '
 t g "W = 6 2 1 t g X + 622
 ( 6 ) 
where det | a , j | 7!- 0, det |6,'y| ^ 0, £ E j = (-00,00). 
If we replace t in formula (6) by the function K'~17?(0), we get 
,t \ - \ t c v - i a n tg KK-177(o) + a i 2 
6u tgX+612 
flll621 tgX+622 "
t~a i2 _ (011611 + 012621) tg X + (aii6i2 + 012^22) 
6U tg A+613 + (021611+022621) tg X + (021612 + 022^22)' 
621 t g X + 6 2 2 
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Thus 
f (o) ° V(o) ~ X 
and also 
f(o) ° *7(o) + « + A = C(ic) ° 9(A) ~ -V 
or 
If we replace _ by a composite function £70\X in the first equality of (6) we 
get 
t _ ! v _
 flH tg X£^X + a12 
From here we have 
" 1 1 1-5 -^ tn^-^- > u 1 2 tg x =) tg í(0)í-0 X = t J-Ľ^ • 1 ' aгi tg XC0ÌЛ + a2 2 
icr /, x " ^ to- Y^™1 Y - " 0 2 2 tg K+ai2 tg t O =) tg A t ( n ) A = ; 
^ > a2l tg X -an 
and thus 
£(o)~X and also £(0) - « = £(_«) ~ X or £ £ £. 
We have shown above that £ is a subgroup of the group 9-
Theorem 7 The partition G coincides with the right class partition ^/rZ of 
the group 9 with respect to £. 
Proof Let a £ G be an arbitrary element and a £ a a phase lying in it. We 
have to show that a = £ o a. For every element C G £ there holds a formula 
such as (5) and for C(o) a formula such as the first equality in (6). If, in that, we 
replace t by the composite function K^o^o) than we have 
. . v _ i on tg a (o)+ a12, 
tg s(o)A a ( 0 ) = • ±-±— , 
02i tg a.(o) + a22 
thus 
C(o) ° a(o) ~ «(o) an<J also C ° a ~ ^ o r ( o a G a 
and we have 
£ o Q C o • 
Moreover, for every element 7 £ a there holds a formula such as (4) 
c\\ tg a(o) +C12 
tg 7(0) = — — ; • 
C21 t g CV(Q) + C 2 2 
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If we replace t by the composite function <-*/0\K, we get 
tg (T(o) o o(o)) =) tg ywX Xa{0)X = — - - + — 
7(0) ° <5f(o) ~ - ^ 
Hence 7(0) o a(0) € £ that is 
7(o)K~1Xa(~
1
)K G £ 
and from here 
7(o) G £K""1a(o) = £ ° <*(o)-
For equivalent phase functions a ~ L*(0), J ~ 7(o) thus we have also 
7 G £ o a, and a C £ o a. 
We have shown that 
a = £ o a. 
We remark that the mappinng A maps the fundamental subgroup £ onto 
the carrier 
a = - { t g K , 1 } . 
Example An example of a canonical phase function of a class D m is a 
function 
K(*) = m arctg t - f -^- , (7) 
t G (—00,00), m > 1 possitive integer. 
That is to say 
7717T m7T 
lim (m arctg t H——) = 0, iim (m arctg t -F —-) = m?r 
t_+—00 2 t—>oo 2 
and thus O(K) = mfl* and moreover 
It is easy to calculate with the help of (3) that the carrier q of the differential 
equation (7) is given by the formula 
m2 + 1 
"(1 + ť2)2 
« ( * ) - , , Ч 2 -
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Thus the differential equation 
„ m2 + 1 
y — y 
is of finite type (m) special on the interval j = (—00,00). The basis (u}v) can 
be formed by functions 
/ / i 9 \ 1 • / 7T17T 
u = v m ( l + * ) 2 8in(m arctg t -\——-), 
1—/1 'i\l / m7r 
v = v m ( i - f t ) 2 * cos(m arctg t H——). 
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